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-mispacesof flat connections on surfaces

6-compactLie group
with 1,6 =+,6 =(1) (e.g. SUM)

of -Lie(E), with positive definite integral & eSym? (cy*)8 "level"

V-faithful representation of 6 (e.g. CN)

& - compactconnected
oriented surface with &2 = S1 parametrized

Acation (on [xV) is an operator

d=
d +A: 2i(2,V) -> 2(2,V)

whereA ='(2, of)



#(d)Atri(2,g)3

curvature Fx =d =dA +I (A.A] =22)2,y)

Map (2,6) A(2) by queensformations

g: dA* godog"
=dys, A*

=gAg"-dgg-

FAS =

g FA g-



dA is flatif its creature FG =0

(=[d(Acr'([,y), d =03

Action ofMapo (2,6) =(geMap(2,6)19102-1) free and proper.

Theriseof flatconnections with framing along OS is

Aflat (2)/
Mz = Mapo (2,6)



Theriseof flatconnections with framing along OS is

Aflat (2)/ (*)Mz = Mapo (2,6)

- smooth infinite -dim, manifold

[Atiyah-Bott]S
-weaklysymplectic ((*) is a symplectic quotient, WAs(a,b)

=Gelacb), (Donaldson]

- Hamiltonian action of Map (2,61/Mapol2, 6) ELG =Map (S,6)

proper momentmap p: Mc -> R'(S',g) =Loy

[dA] > Alez



monianloop group spaces

ALaramiltonianL6-space is an infinite-dim. weakly

symplectic manifold (M,w) carrying
a Hamiltonian action of 16 =MapIS;6)

with proper
moment map m.M -> 2" (S", (f) =Loy* [Meinventen - Woodward]

(x)w =- d(,l(m,X) FX = Loy =ro(S,y)

Example orbits of 168 e(s,g) (coadjoint orbits)

Rmk (M-W] use Soboler spaces of loops, and M is a Banach manifold.

Suppress this for simplicity.



Heration M2=
Aflat(*)/Mapol, 6)

-
- r'(s;g)

-> symplectic quotientM2, 0 =Moyo is themoduli space
of flat

connections on [aD, known to algebraic geometers as

the moduli space of semistable Gp-bundles

-> topology of Mao can be studied via G-equivariant topology ofMa

Example Verlinde formula for theindex ofline bundles on M2,0

(Jeffrey - Kirwan, Bismut-Labouries
Alekseer-Meinrenken-Woodward, ...)

-> in algebraic geometry, Teleman-Woodward proved
a generalization of

the Verlinde formula covering a broad collection of K-theory classes



#
eory H - Hilbert space, dim(H)

=0

F =3T - B(H) /Tis Fredholm] (norm topology)

k(x) =(X, F] Stopologist's /non-compactsupport)

Rack If Xis loc compact, RKK(X; (o(), Co())
in Kasparor's notation.

Ruk Variants with 7: H,- Ha.

Ruk G compactLiegroup, Kg(X).



-
perators

Fix a complex structure on 2.

da u (d): 2°([,V) -> 1"(2, V)

family SOA) dAtAflat(2)] is gange-equivariant, but

does not define a K-class because

02 = 0 => Anot Fredholm



Byconditions

On the complex disk D, Ker (8) is infinite dimensional

1, 2, 22, 2 ...

To cut down to finite dimensions, impose a bury

condition
-

flop=Blt80) =Sane"]

then her (8: R"(D; B,lt(a)) -> r"(D)) =0



On a general I, we do Es
the same: the operator

&a. °(2, ViB,(t)) -> e"(2,V)
(*)

is Fredholm.

Rmk:This is essentiallythe Atiyah-Patodi-Singer boundarycondition.

Note however thatwe take B1400)to be identof A.

(x) Slightly cleaner if we use a spin str on
2. We assume this below.



The family (@ (d*A(2)] is notgange-equivariant.

B) +(0)
g=Map(2, 6)

Bo(s·g0"): 90glezmeans

Preserved by9:[ -> G such thatglow is estant, and port),
0er

#m[L] The family383 descends to a continuous familyof

Fred holm operators parametrized by Ma = 0)
Notation:EU -ko (Mc)



M- proper Hamiltonian L6-space,

An

index homomorphism such as My

Next,define a homomorphism

7 - max, torus of 6

index: k+(M)g -> R*(t) =21 1 =Hom (T, U(1))

qC is a "growth condition"- to be explained

Ihm 22] For 130, the coefficientof 2
I

in indexe (4) computes a

K-theoretic intersection pairing on a finite dimensional symplectic

quotient of M.



A triple (X, 3, f) where

X- finite even dim. Frequir. Spin

3 =kx,c(X) (compactly supported K-theory)

fix -M T- equiv.

pairs with ki(M): ((x,3,5)), 47 = index (30f*4) =RCT)

Definition of index involves a non-compactlysupported 3.
l

-> pairing onlydefined for subring K, (M)gs

-> outputin R*(T)



a

tion of (X,3,f)

Ihm [L-Meinrenken-Song] 5 dimag) -dim. submanifold t <u
=2(S,t)

which is transverse to gauge
orbits (canonical up to homotopy).

X =m"(U),f =inclusion, 3 =m*Thom(U, t*)

X & Norm(t*) Tie N =(jeb) TxH, H=Hom(S",T)
index

Ihm [2-Meinrenken-Song] B canonical Spin structure on X induced

by a compatible almost complex structure on the symplectic manifold M.



-

condition N =[gcs]

Assume the k(M) - class represented by a smooth Trequir

family ofoperators with compact resolvent.

9
+=dom(Q)*, g-

X -L
M

(E,Q) fifiesthe go if

① Elx iS N-equiv., using
the norm topology on Aut(f(x)

Elx
& 5N-equir.connection Ipreserving

dom (Q) such that

14 Qlxis a bounded section of +* X &B([(x)



Amkdom(Q)lx = 9tynotrequired to be N-invariant.

Finite rank N-equire rector bundles satisfythe gc.

Ihm 22] The family of Fredholm operators on MS
induced by [8/dy cAflat(2)) satisfies the gc.

There are K-classes that do not satisfythe go.

Rik The sizeof kM/go in K-(M) remains nuclear (to me).



Im [2] There is a homomorphism

index: k + (M)gc ->R
-

*(T) =21

thattakes (3,0)) to the L2-index of Dy3*1 +1*Qx

2=prequantum line bundle on M, atlevel &

i.e. 2,(2) =(w] =H2(M). 2 * Yol

Rank2 does notsatisfy the
gc.

Ank Generalizes [L-Song], which treated finite rankN-equire vector bundles.



Example I =DD, Myp = 16/6 ("smooth affine Grassmanian

X- MYSit =I =Hom(S', i)
> 1 =Hom(1,2)

↑

H-orbit oftrivial connection on D

index (EPU) =5< e7. index(o) 5 =Nominator
y =π for G

=J I e"[dXr, 7]
y=π

where Xr() =Tr (Pr(u)), not character of (V. Pr)



index (EPU) =5< e4[dXr, 7)
y=π

Consider the generating series

2
tEPr=E(EPy*m = K-(MplKtD x Q

- tDXv(u)
=>index (et*Pv)(r) =J(u) [(n)",(n) =ue

y =H (formal diffeomorphism
of T)

posonI --
3eT det(1- tP2Xr(n))

where (31) =3 and Te =
1 "(/T =T.



Remarks on K+(Mip)
-

: k
+ (MD) ->k +(M*8rot) =k +(π) =Fun(i, R(i)

is injective, image consists of

4: H ->RCT) st (1 - ed)" divides Am I
au

A

W
finite diff.

for each m 30 and root a of 6. operator

LLam-Schilling-Shimozono], [Kostant - Kumar]

(K,)Mp) = H RCT) as RCH)-mod., Schubert basis)
42π



-

abelian localization

Recall index takes 4=((3,01] =k, (Mige to the L2-index of

D =D31 +1Qx

Let D, =D +sc(k), k =w" (d(pR)/(+1m))2)*

By considerings -> a get
Cf.

(Witten], (Bismut-Lebeau],

Ihm [L] indexer)4) =

I indexcrita) Eitangs,menang

v =Crit (all) [Baradan], [Hocks - Song]s
[L-Song], ...

Ruk C,supp(3) compact, sum over v infinite.



markson K

For M2

E the flow of UptH(2)

Ente induces a flow on Ma
:

· gives the flow of K

- (up to reparametrization)

For 2 = D, orbits close, Spot-action. The sum over i=MTxSiot

was the non-abelian localization formula in that case.



A

in theorem Under further assumptions on 4 = k, (M)
gc

one

gets both a Kirillor-Berline - Vergue formula & Atiyah-Bott-Segal- Singer formula.

We'll just state the latter for the special case M =M2, 4=EV.

Ihm 22 indexe(EV) =I(i--xarl)
1- genus (2)

g
It

where (31) = J, (m) =netDxrl.

Amk This is a gange
theoretic version of Teleman-Woodward's algebro-geometric result.

Rmk Similar for any number of boundary components & other Atiyah-Bott classes.



-ooutline - Tian-Thang/ Braverman - type deformation

of Dr =Dlu, with

indexe (EV) =

[ index (Dr +f- c(Br)) f> 0 atUr
veCrit (IIpll)

Work of Braverman & Paradan-Vergne -> index formula for 3et small:

index (Dr +frc()) (exp 3) =(*(Un, 3) Ch(Eve2, 3) P.(3) Th(3)
*

localizing form
Non-abelian localization in ordinary cohomology (Paradan) (generalized coeffs)

index(ESV) (exp3) =S ACX, 3) Ch(Eve2, 3) Th(3)

Compute Ch(EV, 3) (families indexthm) & y*Ch(EV, 3) =Ch(E2V, 3) +MyXr(exp3)

->

y
*Ch(etEx2,3) =el(13)

++MXr(exp3)Ch(et*82,3)

SR =ETSYT Poisson summation. Evaluate resulting equire integral over X/H.



Thanks!


